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In this paper, we focus attention on the problem of to what extent abstract
Banach space concepts can be utilized in order to simplify well-known formulas for
the power series expansion of an implicitly defined holomorphic mapping in the
finite-dimensional case. The formulas obtained in the previous literature roughly
.speaking, extensions of the Burmann]Lagrange formula are extremely lengthyÈ
and involved. Our main purpose here is to give a more condensed and more
comprehensible version of such a formula. The basic idea of the proof consists in
combining the technique of multiple residues with certain elementary concepts
 .multilinear algebra from differential calculus in Banach spaces. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
General concepts from differential calculus in Banach spaces and the
corresponding abstract notion of holomorphy have proved useful even in
finite-dimensional situations. A classical example in this direction is
w xRosenbloom's 12 proof of an extended version of the Cauchy]Kowalewski
theorem. The starting point of our subsequent considerations was the
question of to what extent these general techniques can be utilized in
connection with the analytic implicit function theorem. The present results
have been developed in connection with the author's work about large
 w x.deviation expansions in probability theory cf. 2, 3 . Though most of them
are known in one form or another, a systematic exposition from the
present point of view does not appear to be available in the literature.
To become more specific, we begin by introducing some notation. In the
 4following, Z is the set of all integers, N [ N j 0 denotes the set of all0
q  4 q q  4nonnegative integers, R [ x g R: x ) 0 , R [ R j 0 , and C is the0
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 5 5 .set of all complex numbers. Let B, ? be a Banach space; then the0
 5 5 4  5 5 4  q.balls x g B: x - a and x g B: x F a a g R are denoted by0 0
 .  .U a , B and U a , B , respectively.
 5 5 .  5 5 .Now let B , ? and B , ? be finite-dimensional complex Banach1 21 2
 .  .spaces. For n g N, L B ; B denotes the finite-dimensional vectorn 1 2
n S .space of all n-linear mappings B ª B , L B ; B the subspace of all1 2 n 1 2
n  .symmetric n-linear mappings B ª B , and P B ; B the vector space1 2 n 1 2
of all homogeneous polynomials of degree n B ª B . We recall that a1 2
mapping f : B ª B is said to be a homogeneous polynomial of degree n if1 2
 .  .  .there is a mapping g g L B ; B such that f x s g x, . . . , x for alln 1 2
S .x g B ; in this case there is a unique element h g L B ; B such that1 n 1 2
f x s h x , . . . , x for all x g B . 1.1 .  .  .1
 .The mapping h in 1.1 can be obtained from f by means of the so-called
``polarization formula''
n n1
h x , . . . , x s « f « x .   1 n k l ln  /  /n!2 n ks1 .  4 ls1« , . . . , « g y1, 11 n
nx , . . . , x g B 1.2 .  .1 n 1
 w x. S .cf. Nachbin 11, Sect. 3 . In the following, the element h g L B ; Bn 1 2
 .  . w  .xcorresponding to f g P B ; B via 1.1 or 1.2 will always be denotedn 1 2
Ä 5 5 5 5by f. Equipped with the norms ? and ? defined byP Ln n
5 5 5 5f [ sup f x : x g U 1, B f g P B ; B .  .  . 4P 2 1 n 1 2n
and
5 5 5 5g [ sup g x , . . . , x : x , . . . , x g U 1, B .  . 4L 21 n 1 n 1n
g g L B ; B , .n 1 2
 .  .  .respectively, P B ; B and L B ; B are finite-dimensional Banachn 1 2 n 1 2
S .spaces. For g g L B ; B , x , . . . , x g B , and j , . . . , j g N withn 1 2 1 k 1 1 k 0
j q ??? qj s n, we shall use the notation1 k
g x j1 , . . . , x jk .1 k
 .where ``exponents'' j with j s 1 are usually omitted to meanl l
g x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x . /1 1 k k^ ` _ ^ ` _
j j1 k
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 .  .We also define P B ; B [ L B ; B [ vector space of all constant0 1 2 0 1 2
mappings B ª B .1 2
Now let V be a nonvoid open subset of B . A mapping F: V ª B is1 2
 .called holomorphic or analytic in V if, for each z g V, there exist
q  .  .an a g R and a sequence f with f g P B ; B such that z qn ng N n n 1 20
 .U a , B ; V and1
`
F z q w s f w for all w g U a , B , 1.3 .  .  .  . n 1
ns0
where the series on the right-hand side is uniformly convergent on
p .  .U a , B . In case B s C with p g N , this abstract notion of holomor-1 1
phy coincides with the usual one. The homogeneous polynomials f inn
 .  w x.1.3 are uniquely determined by F cf. 11, Sect. 4, Proposition 2 . The
 . wseries on the right-hand side of 1.3 is called the power series expansion or
xthe Taylor series expansion of F about z. We define
0 Ã0D F z [ D F z [ f , DF z [ f .  .  .0 1
and, for n g N,
n Ä ÃnD F z [ n! f , D F z [ n! f . .  .n n
 .The set of all holomorphic mappings F: V ª B is denoted by H V; B .2 2
 .One can show that a mapping F g H V; B is indefinitely FrechetÂ2
differentiable at each point z g V, and that the nth Frechet derivative ofÂ
w  .x n  . F at z considered an element of L B ; B coincides with D F z cf.n 1 2
w x w x.Bourbaki 6, No. 3.2.4 ; Berger 4, Theorem 2.3.3 .
 wThe classical analytic implicit function theorem see, e.g., 4, Section
x.3.3B can now be formulated as follows.
THEOREM 1.A. Let p, q g N, let V ; C pqq be an open set with 0 g V,
 q.and let F g H V; C . Suppose that
F 0 s 0 and DF 0 0, zY s zY for all zY g C q . 1.4 .  .  .  . .
Then there is a connected open neighbourhood W X ; C p of 0 and a unique
 X q.mapping H g H W ; C ha¨ing the following properties:
H 0 s 0, wX , H wX g V , and F wX , H wX s 0 .  .  . .  .
for all wX g W X . 1.5 .
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w xMotivated by the questions arising in 2, 3 , we shall be concerned with
the following problems:
 .a to find explicit formulas for the power series expansion of H
about 0;
 .b to find estimates for the norms of the homogeneous polynomials
Ãn k . 5  .5D H 0 in terms of the quantities D F 0 ;Lk
Ãn . 5  .5c to find rough estimates for D H 0 , which, at the same time,P n
lead to estimates of the radius of convergence of the power series expan-
sion of H about 0.
The first problem will be dealt with in Sections 3 and 4. In the
one-dimensional inverse function case its solution is given by the
Burmann]Lagrange formula. In the ``one-dimensional'' implicit functionÈ
w xcase the corresponding result has been obtained by Yuzhakov 14 . Explicit
formulas in the multi-dimensional case have been derived by Bolotov and
w x  w x.Yuzhakov 5 see Aõzenberg and Yuzhakov 1, Chap. IV . For furtherÆ
w xhistorical notes, we refer to 1, p. 253 f. . Section 3 of this paper is devoted
to the ``one-dimensional'' analytic implicit function theorem. The proof of
w xTheorem 3.1 closely follows the reasoning in 5 . It has mainly been
included for the sake of completeness and to illustrate in a simpler
situation the proof of the multi-dimensional case given in Section 4. Note,
however, that the formula of Theorem 4.1 specialized to the case p s q s 1
.differs from the one in Theorem 3.1 . The formula given in Theorem 4.1
seems to be new.
In Section 5, we shall combine the results of Section 3 and a Banach
 .  .space analogue of the majorant method to study questions b and c .
 wTheorems 5.1 and 5.2 are essentially implicit in the literature see 1,
x.Theorem 20.9; 4, Section 3.3B .
The proofs given in this paper have been carried out in a very detailed
way in order to make it easier for the reader to check the veracity of each
formula.
2. ADDITIONAL NOTATION
 . p < <Let p g N. For a multi-index k s k , . . . , k g N , k stands for1 p 0
k q ??? qk and k! is used to mean k !? ??? ? k !. Given a multi-index1 p 1 p
k g N p, it will always be tacitly assumed that the k 's occurring in the0 j
 . psame formula are the components of k . For z s z , . . . , z g C and1 p
 . p k k1 kpk s k , . . . , k g N , we write z instead of z ? ??? ? z . The absolute1 p 1 p0
< <value of a complex number z is denoted by z . More generally, we shall
< <  . luse z to denote the maximum norm of a vector z s z , . . . , z g C1 l
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 . < <  < <  44 ql g N arbitrary , that is, z [ max z : j g 1, . . . , l . For g g R andj
l l l l .  < < 4  .  < <l g N, we write K g , C [ z g C : z F g , K g , C [ z g C : z -
4  l.   . l < <  44g , and K g , C [ z s z , . . . , z g C : z s g for all j g 1, . . . , l .­ 1 l j
 5 5 .Let B, ? be a Banach space, let J, V, W be nonvoid sets with0
 .W ; V, and let f be a family of functions f : V ª B. Followingi i g J i
w x  .Dieudonne 8 , we shall say that the family f is normally summable inÂ i i g J
W or that the series  f is normally con¨ergent in W ifi g J i
5  .5 4 sup f w : w g W - `.0i g J i
3. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
3.1. An Implicit Function Theorem. Let V ; C2 be an open set with
 .0 g V, and let F g H V; C . Suppose that the power series expansion of F
about 0 is given by
`
F w s f w , 3.1 .  .  . n
ns1
where
n1 n U Un k nykÃf z [ D F 0 z s f z z with f s 1 3.2 .  .  .  .n k , nyk 1 2 0, 1 /kn! ks0
w  . 2 xfor n g N and z s z , z g C .1 2
 w x.THEOREM 3.1 cf. 14, Proposition 2 . Under the abo¨e hypotheses, there
is a connected open neighbourhood W ; C of 0 and a function H g H W ;1 1
Ä Ä. <C such that for any connected open neighbourhood W ; W of 0 H W is1 1 1
Ä .the only function H in H W ; C ha¨ing the following properties:ÄW 11
H 0 s 0, w , H w g V , and F w , H w s 0 .  .  . .  .Ä Ä ÄW 1 W 1 1 W 11 1 1
Äfor all w g W . 3.3 .1 1
Setting
h
nU Urj [ f 3.4 .  h , m , n m , n ymr r rm /rhh rs1  4. mgN , mFn ,ng N_ 1 0
< << < m smn smqn
 .for h, m, n g N = N = N with m q n G 2h, the coefficients h [0 0 N
 . N . .  .1rN! H 0 N g N of the power series expansion of H about 0 are gi¨ en
by
U  4h s yf and, for N g N _ 1 ,1 1, 0
l  .min N , ly12 Ny1 3.5 .y1 . ll U Uh s f j . . N 1, 0 lyl , Nyl , ly1 /llls1  .lsmax 0, lyNq1
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3.2. The In¨erse Function Case.
 .COROLLARY 3.1 Burmann]Lagrange formula . Let V ; C be an openÈ 1
 .set with 0 g V , and let G g H V ; C . Suppose that1 1
G 0 s 0 and GX 0 s 1. 3.6 .  .  .
Then there is a connected open neighbourhood W ; C of 0 and a function1
Ä .H g H W ; C such that for any connected open neighbourhood W ; W of1 1 1
Ä Ä<  .0 H W is the only function H in H W ; C ha¨ing the following properties:Ä1 W 11
ÄH 0 s 0, H W ; V , and G( H w s w for all w g W . .  .  .Ä ÄW W 1 1 1 1 11 1
3.7 .
 .  l . .Moreo¨er, writing g [ 1rl! G 0 for l g N, the coefficients h [l n
 . n. .  .1rn! H 0 n g N of the power series expansion of H about 0 are gi¨ en
by
 4h s 1 and, for n g N _ 1 ,1
ny1 m1 m 3.8 .n q m y 1h s y1 g . .  n k q1 / rmn mms1 rs1kgN
< <k sny1
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 with F: C = V ª C being defined by1
 .  .F w , w s G w y w .1 2 2 1
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. The following proof closely follows that of
w x qTheorem 20.9 in 1 . We first notice that there exist a , c g R such that
2 .K a , C ; V and
2 2< < < <F w y DF 0 w F c w for all w g K a , C . 3.9 .  .  .  .  .
Choose d , « g Rq in such a way that
U 1 1< <f d F « , d F « - a , and c« F . 3.10 .1, 0 4 4
 .  .  .Then, for w s w , w g K d , C = K « , C ,1 2
< < < U < < < < <F w , w y w F f w q F w y DF 0 w .  .  .  .1 2 2 1, 0 1
2U< < < <F f d q c w by 3.9 .1, 0 3.11 .
1F « by 3.10 . .2
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w xHence it follows from the proof of Theorem 20.1 in 1 that for
 .  .  .each w g K d , C there is a unique H w g K « , C such that1 1
  ..F w , H w s 0 and that1 1
« 2p i t i tH w s Q w , « e e dt , 3.12 .  . .H1 12p 0
where
­ Fy1Q w [ w F w w 3.13 .  .  .  .2 ­ w2
 .  .  . w  .for w s w , w g K d , C = K « , C . Note that 3.11 entails that1 2 ­
 .  .  .  . xF w / 0 for all w s w , w g K d , C = K « , C .1 2 ­
By virtue of the uniqueness of analytic continuation, it remains only to
verify the assertion concerning the form of the power series expansion of
 .  .H about 0. Regarding 3.11 , we see that we can also find an «* g « , a
such that
U3< <F w y w F « for all w s w , w g K d , C = K « , C . .  .  .  .2 1 24
3.14 .
To simplify the notation, we write
4
X Y X YW [ K d , C , W [ K «*, C , W [ W = W , T [ K , C . .  .0 0 0 0  /3«
 .Letting the function G g H T = W; C be defined by
G z , w [ log 1 q z F w y w .  . . .2
 .   .. for z , w s z , w , w g T = W where log denotes the principal1 2
.branch of the logarithm , we have
­
y1Q w s 1 q w G w , w 3.15 .  . .2 2­ w2
 . X  .  .for w s w , w g W = K « , C . This means that the integral in 3.121 2 0 ­
can be evaluated by using the power series expansion of G about 0. To
determine this power series expansion, we first notice that the homoge-
 2 .  .neous polynomials c g P C = C ; C n g N occurring in the powern n
 .series expansion about 0 of the function C: T = W ª C defined by
C z , w [ z F w y w for z , w s z , w , w g T = W .  .  .  . .  .2 1 2
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are given by
 4c z , z s 0 and c z , z s zw z for n g N _ 1 .  .  .1 n ny1
w .   .. 2 x  . U  .  .z , z s z , z , z g C = C , where w z [ f z and w z [ f z1 2 1 1, 0 1 k k
 4for k g N _ 1 . Using Proposition 6.1 and Remark 6.1, it follows that the
 2 .  .homogeneous polynomials g g P C = C ; C n g N occurring in then n
power series expansion of G about 0 are given by
g z , z s 0 and, for n G 2, .1
lq1w xnr2 ly1 .
g z , z s c z , z .  .  n m q1tl ts1lls1 mgN
< <m snyl 3.16 .
1 ls y yz x z .  . l , ml2 .l , m gN
lFm , lqmsn
 . 2for z , z g C = C , where
l
2x z [ w z for l , m g N with m G l. .  .  . l , m m t
ts1lmgN
< <m sm
 .  .mIf l s m, then x z s w z ; if l - m, thenl, m 1
ly1 lyl
ll
x z s w z f z .  .  .  l , m 1 n t /l ts1lyl .lsmax 0, 2 lym   4.ng N_ 1
< <n smyl
ly1
ll U U s is f z j z z cf. 3.4 . .  . 1, 0 1 lyl , s , i 1 2 /l 2 .lsmax 0, 2 lym  .s , i gN0
sqismyl
Setting
j U [ 1, j U [ 0 for k , k g N2 _ 0, 0 3.17 4 .  .  .0, 0, 0 0, k , k 0
and
 .min j , l
llU U Ux [ f j 3.18 .  .l , j , i 1, 0 lyl , jyl , i /l .lsmax 0, 2 lyjyi
 . 2for l, j, i g N = N with 2 l F 2 j q i, it follows that0
x z s x U z j z i for l , m g N2 with m G l. .  .l , m l , j , i 1 2
2 .j , i gN0
jqism , 2 jqiG2 l
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 .Together with 3.16 , this leads to
` 1 lG z , w s y yz x w .  .  .  l , ml2ns2  .l , m gN
lFm , lqmsn
3.19 .
1 l U l j is y y1 x z w w . l , j , i 1 2l2 .l , j , i gN=N0
2 jqiG2 l
 .   ..for z , w s z , w , w g T = W, where the last series is normally1 2
 w x.summable in any compact subset of T = W see, e.g., 8, Sect. 9.9 . For
X Y 3 .   ..w , w g W = W _ K « , C , this entails that1 2 0 0 4
lq1y1 .
Uy1 j iylG w , w , w s x w w . 3.20 .  . . 2 1 2 l , j , i 1 2l2 .l , j , i gN=N0
2 jqiG2 l
 . 2 4  .Now let M [ l, j, i g N = N : 2 j q i G 2 l, i / l , and let Y be0 m m g M
the family of functions obtained by partially differentiating the terms on
 .the right-hand side of 3.20 with respect to w , that is,2
lq1y1 .
U j iyly1Y w , w [ i y l x w w .  .m 1 2 l , j , i 1 2l
 . for m s l, j, i g M. It is easy to check e.g., by adapting the arguments
w x.on p. 14 in Grauert and Fritzsche 9 that
 .The family Y is normally summable in anym m g M 3.21 .X Y 3  ..compact subset of W = W _ K « , C0 0 4
and that
Q w s 1 q w Y w , w for all w s w , w g W X = K « , C .  .  .  . 2 m 1 2 1 2 0 ­
mgM
3.22 .
w  .x  .cf. 3.15 . Next we insert the series expansion 3.22 into the integral on
 .the right-hand side of 3.12 and interchange the order of summation and
w  .xintegration recall 3.21 . Considered functions of w , the terms of the1
series obtained after performing the integration constitute a family which
X w  .xis normally summable in compact subsets of W again by 3.21 . Reorder-0
ing these terms in a suitable way and taking into account that H 2p eik t dt is0
 4equal to 2p for k s 0 and equal to 0 for k g Z _ 0 , we arrive at the
w  .  .xdesired result recall 3.17 and 3.18 .
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4. THE MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CASE
4.1. An Implicit Function Theorem. Let p, q g N, let V ; C pqq be an
 .  q.open set with 0 g V, let F s F , . . . , F g H V; C , and let the map-1 q
 q q.  . Y .  . Y ..ping D F: V ª L C ; C be defined by D F ¨ z [ DF ¨ 0, z2 1 2
 Y q.   q q..  wfor ¨ g V and z g C . Then D F g H V; L C ; C cf. 11, Sect. 7,2 1
x.Proposition 3 . Suppose that
F 0 s 0 and D F 0 zY s zY for all zY g C q . 4.1 .  .  .  .2
 . pqqMoreover, let e , . . . , e be the canonical basis of C and define1 pqq
1
nÄD ¨ [ det D F ¨ for ¨ g V , d [ D D 0 , .  .  .  . .2 n n!
0 0 0Äd z , e , . . . , e [ 1, and .0 pq1 pqq
0 0 0 pqqÄj z , e , . . . , e [ 1 for z g C , . .r , 0 , 0 pq1 pqq 4.2 .
S pqqÄj [ the function identically equal to 0 in L C ; C , .r , 0 , n n
l1
nÃf [ D F 0 and j [ f .  r , n r r , l , m r , k sn! ss1l  4.kg N_ 1
< <k sm
 4  . 2for r g 1, . . . , q , n g N, and l, m g N with 2 l F m.
THEOREM 4.1. Under the abo¨e hypotheses, there is a connected open
X p  X q.neighbourhood W ; C of 0 and a mapping H g H W ; C such that for
Ä X X Ä X<any connected open neighbourhood W ; W of 0 H W is the only mapping
Ä X q .H in H W ; C ha¨ing the following properties:ÄW 9
H X 0 s 0, wX , H X wX g V , and F wX , H X wX s 0 .  .  . .  .Ä Ä ÄW W W
X Ä Xfor all w g W . 4.3 .
Denoting the components of H by H , . . . , H , one has1 q
1
NÃ  4D H 0 s h for all N g N, r g 1, . . . , q , .r r , NN !
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where
< <k q k ! .U < < < < kh q lX X k k1 qÄh z [ y1 d z , 0 , e , . . . , e .  .  .  /r , N kq < k < pq1 pqqr , N k! k !
q < <n s q m y l ! .h q l  .s ss s lX s? f z , 0 . . s , 1  /l m y l !n s ! .  .sss1 s s 4.4 .
m ylX n  s. n  s.s s 1 qÄ?j z , 0 , e , . . . , e . /s , h , <n  s. <qm yl pq1 pqqs s s 5
 4 X p Ufor N g N, r g 1, . . . , q , and z g C . Here  denotes the summationr , N
 .    .  ...  q.4qqo¨er the finite set of all k, h, k , l, m, n 1 , . . . , n q g N = N0 0
satisfying
< <k q m sN , i r q k q n 1 q ??? qn q s h q l .  .  .
with i r being the rth unit ¨ector in R q , .
< < 4and, for all j g 1, . . . , q , 2h q l F n j q m , l F m , .j j j j j
and n m is the lth component of the multi-index n m .  .l
 4= l , m g 1, . . . , q . .
Remark 4.1. The notation and assumptions are as in Theorem 4.1. Let
Æ X p Æ X X Æ Æ X q .W ; C be a connected open set with W > W , and let H g H W ; C
be such that
Æ X X Æ X X Æ X<H W s H and w , H w g V for all w g W . 4.5 .  . .
Then, using Proposition 6.1 and the uniqueness of analytic continuation
X Æ X X Æ X Æ w x.   ..see, e.g., 6, No. 3.2.5 , F w , H w s 0 for all w g W and H is the
Æ X q .  .only function in H W ; C having the property 4.5 .
Remark 4.2. The reason for omitting the explicit description of the
homogeneous polynomials d occurring in the power series expansion ofk
  ..det D F ¨ about 0 is that this is an independent problem that can be2
easily solved without recourse to a specific basis by using only concepts
 w xof abstract multilinear algebra see, e.g., Kato 10, Sect. 1.4 in Chap. X or
w x.2 .
4.2. Alternati¨ e Methods of Describing the Homogeneous Polynomials
ÃN  .D H 0 in Theorem 4.1. Another explicit formula for the power series
expansion of an implicitly defined holomorphic mapping has been ob-
w x  wtained in 5 see 1, Theorem 20.9 and the Remark following Theorem
x.20.9 . This result reads as follows.
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THEOREM 4.A. The notation and assumptions are as in Theorem 4.1. For
 4  . pqq  . pr g 1, . . . , q , n s n , . . . , n g N , and m s m , . . . , m g N , let1 pqq 0 1 p 0
1 ­ <n < F 1 ­ < m < Hr r
a [ 0 and b [ 0 . .  .r , n r , mn n m m1 pqq 1 pn ! ­ z . . . ­ z m! ­ z . . . ­ z1 pqq 1 p
Also define
p q < < < < < < < <I [ i , k g N = N : i q k G 2 or i s 1 and k s 0 4 . 0 0
and
S [ s g N I : s / 0 for at most .  .i , k gIi , k 0 i , k
finitely many indices i , k g I . . 4
 .  4  4For S s s g S , m g 1, . . . , p , and n g 1, . . . , q , put0 i , k i , k .g I
r S [ s , l S [ i s , .  . 0 i , k m 0 m i , k
 .  .i , k gI i , k gI
s S [ k s . . n 0 n i , k
 .i , k gI
Finally, let
D S [ det d r S y s S .  .  . . . .  4m , n g 1, . . . , qm , n n m n
 . qfor S s S , . . . , S g S , where d is the Kronecker symbol. Then, for1 q m , n
 4  . pany r g 1, . . . , q and any m s m , . . . , m g N ,1 p 0
q
 .  .r S q ??? qr SU 1 qb s  y1 D S r S y 1 ! .  .  .r , m r , m j
js1
4.6 .
1 sj , i , k? a , . j , i , k .s ! .i , k gI j , i , k
U  . qwhere  denotes the summation o¨er all q-tuples S s S , . . . , S g Sr , m 1 q
satisfying the conditions
q




 4d q s S s r S for n g 1, . . . , q . . .r , n n j n
js1
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 .If S contains an S for which r S s 0, then it is necessary to replacej j
  . .  .r S y 1 ! in the corresponding term of 4.6 by 1 and the quantitiesj
 .  .   4.  .d r S y s S m g 1, . . . , q in the definition of D S by d .m , j j m j m , j
 .Compared to Theorem 4.A, an attractive feature of formula 4.4 is that
the complicated products over systems of multi-indices are completely
 .avoided. The price is that 4.4 involves more abstract concepts than just
complex numbers.
Of course, a third method of computing the coefficients of the power
series expansion of the functions H about 0 is to proceed inductively byr
w  .using the method of undetermined coefficients see formulas 5.11 and
 . x5.12 below .
w xIn the case p s q s 1, Torriani 13 has given an algorithm for comput-
ing the coefficients of the power series expansion of H about 0 that may
also be of numerical interest. At the same time, his paper conveys an idea
of the computational effort required even in this case.
4.3. The In¨erse Function Case. Let p g N, let V ; C p be an open set1
 .  p.with 0 g V , and let G s G , . . . , G g H V ; C . Suppose that1 1 p 1
G 0 s 0 and DG 0 zY s zY for all zY g C p . 4.7 .  .  .  .
 . pMoreover, let e , . . . , e be the canonical basis of C and define1 p
1
nÃg [ D G 0 , D ¨ [ det DG ¨ for ¨ g V , .  .  .  . .s , n s 1n!
1 ­ < k <D
pd [ 0 for k s k , . . . , k g N , .  .k 1 p 0k k1 pk ! ­ z . . . ­1 z p
Ä S pj [ the function identically equal to 0 in L C ; C , .r , 0 , n n
4.8 .l0 0Äj e , . . . , e [ 1, j [ g .  r , 0 , 0 1 p r , l , m s , k r
ss1l  4.kg N_ 1
< <k sm
 4  . 2for r g 1, . . . , p , n g N, and l, m g N with 2 l F m.
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the abo¨e hypotheses, there is a connected open
p  p.neighbourhood W ; C of 0 and a mapping H g H W; C such that for
Ä Ä<any connected open neighbourhood W ; W of 0 H W is the only mapping H ÄW
Ä p .in H W; C ha¨ing the following properties:
ÄH 0 s 0, H w g V , and G( H w s w for all w g W . .  .  .Ä Ä ÄW W 1 W
4.9 .
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Denoting the components of H by H , . . . , H , one has1 p
1
NÃ  4D H 0 s h for all N g N, r g 1, . . . , p , .r r , NN !
where
< <hUh z [  y1 d .  .r , N r , N k
p < <n s ! .h q ms s n  s. n  s. m1 pÄ? j e , . . . , e z . s , h , <n  s. < 1 ps 5m / n s !s  .ss1 4.10 .
p U  .for N g N and z g C . Here  denotes the summation o¨er the finiter , N
  .  ..  p.3qpset of all h, k , m, n 1 , . . . , n p g N satisfying0
< <m s N , i r q k q n 1 q . . . qn p sh q m .  .  .
with i r being the rth unit ¨ector in R p , .
< < 4and, for all j g 1, . . . , p , 2h F n j , .j
 .  .   4.and n m is the lth component of the multi-index n m l, m g 1, . . . , p .l
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.1 with F: C p = V ª C p being defined by1
X Y Y X .  .F w , w s G w y w .
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1. There exist a , c g Rq such that
pqq .K a , C ; V and
2 pqq< < < <F w y DF 0 w F c w for all w g K a , C . 4.11 .  .  .  .  .
Choose d , « g Rq in such a way that
1 X 1< <d F « - a , c« F and DF 0 w , 0 - « .  . .4 4
4.12 .
X pfor all w g K d , C . .
X Y p q .  .  .Then, for w s w , w g K d , C = K « , C ,
< Y < < X < < <F w y w F DF 0 w , 0 q F w y DF 0 w .  .  .  .  .  . .
21 < <F « q c w by 4.11 and 4.12 .  .4 4.13 .
1F « by 4.12 . .2
w xHence it follows from the proof of Theorem 20.1 in 1 that for
X  p.  X.  q.each w g K d , C there is a unique H w g K « , C such that
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 X  X ..   4.F w , H w s 0 and that the r th component H r g 1, . . . , q of H canr
be written in the form




y1Q w [ w D w F w 4.15 .  .  .  .r pqr s
ss1
 X Y .  .  ..  p.for w s w , w s w , . . . , w , w , . . . , w g K d , C =1 p pq1 pqq
 q. w  .  .  4K « , C . Note that 4.13 entails that F w / 0 for all s g 1, . . . , q ,­ s
 X Y .  p.  q. xw s w , w g K d , C = K « , C .­
Because of the uniqueness of analytic continuation, it remains only to
validate the assertion concerning the form of the power series expansion of
 .  .H about 0. Regarding 4.13 , we see that we can also find an «* g « , a
such that
1 Y 3< < < <a F w y DF 0 w - « and b F w y w F « 4.16 .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 4
X Y p q .  .  .for all w s w , w g K d , C = K «*, C . To simplify the notation, let
4
X Y X Yp qW [K d , C , W [K «*, C , W[W = W , T [ K , C . .  .0 0 0 0  /3«
 4  .   .  ...For s g 1, . . . , q and z , w s z , w , . . . , w , w , . . . , w g1 p pq1 pqq
T = W, let
y1
G z , w [ 1 q z F w y w . .  . . .s s pqs
 . w  .xThe thus defined functions G belong to H T = W; C recall 4.16b , ands
we have
q
y1 y1Q w s w D w w G w , w 4.17 .  .  . .  /r pqr pqs s pqs
ss1
 .  .. X  q.for w s w , . . . , w , w , . . . , w g W = K « , C . This means1 p pq1 pqq 0 ­
 .that the integral in 4.14 can be evaluated by using the power series
  4.expansions of D and G s g 1, . . . , q about 0.s
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The function D being holomorphic on all of V, we have
`
n pqqÄD w s 1 q d w for all w g K a , C 4.18 .  .  .  . n
ns1
w  .xrecall 4.1 . Next we notice that
n! kkn k k1 qÄ Äd z s d z9, 0 , e , . . . , e z0 4.19 .  .  .  .  /n n pq1 pqqk! k !q .k , k gN =N0 0
< <kq k sn
 . p q for all z s z9, z0 g C = C and all n g N according to the multino-
.mial theorem . Similarly,
k k k1 qÄd z9, 0 , e , . . . , e . /n pq1 pqq
k! 4.20i  .i i k k1 p 1 qÄs d e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e z9 . . n 1 p pq1 pqqi!pigN0
< <i sk
p  . q  . < <for z9 g C , k s k , . . . , k g N , and k, n g N = N with k q k s1 q 0 0
 . p q < < < <n. For n g N and i, k g N = N with i q k s n, the quantities0 0
n!
i i k k1 p 1 qÄd e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e .n 1 p pq1 pqqi! k !
are the coefficients of the ``classical'' power series expansion of D about 0.
 .  . w  .xHence it follows from 4.18 ] 4.20 and 4.2 that
< <k q k ! . kk k k1 qÄthe series d w9, 0 , e , . . . , e w0 .  .  /kq < k < pq1 pqqk! k !q .k , k gN =N0 0
X Yw9, w0 g W s W = W is normally convergent in W 4.21 .  .0 0
and that
the sum of the series in 4.21 is equal to D w9, w0 4.22 .  .  .
 w x.see, e.g., 8, Sect. 9.9 .
 4Now let s g 1, . . . , q be fixed. Our next goal is to derive analogues of
 .  .4.21 and 4.22 for the function G . For technical reasons, it is usefuls
U 1  .to introduce the following auxiliary functions C, G g H K « , C =s 4
.T = W; C :
C x , z , w [ z F w y f wX , 0 q x y w , .  .  . . .s s , 1 pqs
y1UG x , z , w [ 1 q C x , z , w .  . .s
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w  X Y .  .  ..x w  .w s w , w s w , . . . , w , w , . . . , w . Note that, by 4.1 and1 p pq1 pqq
1 . <  .  .. < x4.16a , F w y f w9, 0 y w - « for all w g W. The relations s, 1 pqs 2
U  .. wbetween G and G becomes obvious by taking x s f w9, 0 recalls s s, 1
 .x  pqq .4.12 . The homogeneous polynomials c g P C = C = C ; C occur-n n
ring in the power series expansion of C about 0 are given by
 4c x , z , z s 0 and c x , z , z s zw x , z for n g N _ 1 .  .  .1 n ny1
w . pqq x  .  .  .x, z , z g C = C = C , where w x, z [ x and w x, z [ f z1 k s, k
 4for k g N _ 1 . Using Proposition 6.1 and Remark 6.1, it follows that the
 pqq .  .homogeneous polynomials g g P C = C = C ; C n g N occurringn n
in the power series expansion of GU about 0 are given bys
g x , z , z s 0 and, for n G 2, .1
w xnr2 l




ls yz x x , z .  . l , m
2 .l , m gN
lFm , lqmsn
w . pqq xx, z , z g C = C = C , where
l
2x x , z [ w x , z for l , m g N with m G l. .  .  . l , m m t
ts1lmgN
< <m sm
 .  .m mIf l s m, then x x, z s w x, z s x ; if l - m, thenl, m 1
ly1 lyl
ll
x x , z s w x , z w x , z .  .  .  l , m 1 n t /l ts1lyl .lsmax 0, 2 lym   4.ng N_ 1
< <n smyl
ly1
l ls x j z cf. 4.2 .  . s , lyl , myl /l .lsmax 0, 2 lym
ly1 < <n q n ! .l ls x   /l n! n !q .  .lsmax 0, 2 lym n , n gN =N0 0
< <nq n smyl
n nn n1 qÄ?j z9, 0 , e , . . . , e z0 .  . /s , lyl , myl pq1 pqq
 .according to the multinomial theorem
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 . p q  .for x g C and z s z9, z0 g C = C . Hence and from 4.2 , it follows
that
l < <n q n ! .l lx x , z s x .  l , m  /l n! n !q .  .lsmax 0, 2 lym n , ¨ gN =N0 0
< <nq n smyl 4.24 .
n nn n1 qÄ? j z9, 0 , e , . . . , e z0 .  . /s , lyl , myl pq1 pqq
 . 2for all l, m g N with l F m. Now let
q < <K [ h , l, m , n g N = N = N = N : 2h q l F n q m , l F m 4 . 0 0 0 0
 .and consider the family v of functions v :s, h , l, m , n h , l, m , n .g K s, h , l, m , n
C = C = C pqq ª C defined by
< <n q m y l ! .h q l hql lv x , z , z [ yz x .  .s , h , l , m , n  /l m y l ! n ! . 4.25 .
nmyl n n1 qÄ? j z9, 0 , e , . . . , e z0 .  . /s , h , <n <qmyl pq1 pqq
w  . p q xfor x, z g C and z s z9, z0 g C = C . Expanding the terms
myl n n1 qÄj z9, 0 ,e , . . . , e . /s , h , <n <qmyl pq1 pqq
 .  . w  .  .  .in 4.25 by analogy with 4.20 and taking 4.2 and 4.23 ] 4.25 into
x  .account , essentially the same argument utilized in proving 4.21 and
 .4.22 shows that
 .the family v is normally summable in anyl l g K 4.26 .1 .compact subset of K « , C = T = W4
and that
GU x , z , w s v x , z , w .  .s s , h , l , m , n
 .h , l , m , n gK 4.27 .
1for all x , z , w g K « , C = T = W . .  .4
The rest of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is easy. The idea is to use the
 .  .  . w  .series expansions 4.22 and 4.27 in 4.17 note that G z , w ss
U   .. .  .   ..  .xG f w9, 0 , z , w for z , w s z , w9, w0 g T = W; by 4.12 . Tos s, 1
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make this precise, we define
4qqqL [ k , k , h , l, m , n 1 , . . . , n q g N = N : .  . .  . . 0 0
< <  42h q l F n j q m and l F m for all j g 1, . . . , q . . 5j j j j j
   .  ...  . pFor l s k, k , h, l, m, n 1 , . . . , n q g L and z s z9, z0 g C =
 q.K « , C , we set­
< <k q k ! .< < < < kh q l k k1 qÄY z [ y1 d z9, 0 , e , . . . , e .  .  . /r , l kq < k < pq1 pqqk! k !
q < <n s q m y l ! .h q l  .s ss s l s? f z9, 0 . . s , 1  /l m y l ! n s ! .  .sss1 s s
m yl n  s. n  s.s s 1 qÄ? j z9, 0 , e , . . . , e . /s , h , <n  s. <qm yl pq1 pqqs s s 5
 .  .  .i r qkqn 1 q? ? ?qn q yhyly|
? z0 .
  . q.with i r being the r th unit vector in R ,
 .  .   4.where n s denotes the jth component of n s j, s g 1, . . . , q and |j
 . q  .  .  .stands for the multi-index 1, . . . , 1 g N . Combining 4.17 , 4.21 , 4.22 ,
 .  .  .4.12 , 4.26 , and 4.27 , we see that
 .the above-defined family Y of functions Y :r , l l g L r , l
p q .C = K « , C ª C is normally summable in any 4.28 .­
X q .compact subset of W = K « , C0 ­
and that
Q w s Y w for all w g W X = K « , C q . 4.29 .  .  .  .r r , l 0 ­
lgL
 .Next we insert the series expansion 4.29 into the integral on the right-hand
 .side of 4.14 and interchange the order of summation and integration
w  .xrecall 4.28 . Considered functions of w9, the terms of the series obtained
after performing the integration constitute a family which is normally
X w  .xsummable in compact subsets of W again by 4.28 . Reordering these0
terms in a suitable way and taking into account that the integral H 2p . . .0
2p  q .  .qH exp i k t dt . . . dt is equal to 2p for k s ??? s k s 0 and0 ss1 s s 1 q 1 q
q .  4equal to 0 for k , . . . , k g Z _ 0 , we arrive at the desired result.1 q
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5. ESTIMATES
l  .In this section, C l g N will always be assumed to be equipped with
5 5 5 5  l < < 2 .1r2the Hermitian norm ? defined by w [  w for w sks1 k
 . l w , . . . , w g C but our arguments can easily be carried over to any1 l
l. 5 5 5 5other norm on C . We suppose that the norms ? and ? areP Ln n
defined with respect to this norm.
Our next goal is to estimate the norms of the homogeneous polynomials
ÃN  .D H 0 in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 in terms of the norms of the
n  . n  .multilinear mappings D F 0 and D G 0 , respectively.
5.1. The Implicit Function Case.
THEOREM 5.1. The notation and assumptions are as in Theorem 4.1. Let
UU   4.u , b , f n g N _ 1 be nonnegati¨ e real numbers such that b ) 0 andn
1
UUn ny15 5  4D F 0 F f F ub for all n g N _ 1 . 5.1 .  .L nnn!
Define
UU p5 5f [ sup DF 0 z9, 0 : z9 g U 1, C 5.2 .  .  .  . . 41
and
h
nUU UUsj [ f 5.3 .  h , m , n n sm /shh ss1  4. mgN , mFn ,ng N_ 1 0
< << < m smn smqn
 .for h, m, n g N = N = N with m q n G 2h. Then, for all N g N,0 0
1
U UUNÃ5 5D H 0 F h F h , 5.4 .  .P N NNN !
U UU UU  4where h [ h [ f and, for N g N _ 1 ,1 1 1
 .min N , ly12 Ny1 1 llU UU UUh [ f j , 5.5 .  . N 1 lyl , Nyl , ly1 /llls1  .lsmax 0, lyNq1
Ny2UU UUy1  4h [ 2ub 1 q 3u 3 q 9u b max 1, f . 5.6 .  .  . .N 1
 .Remark 5.1. As to condition 5.1 , note that
nn pqq5 5 5 5D F 0 F n! era sup F z : z g U a , C .  .  .  . 4L n
q pqq .  wfor any n g N and any a g R with U a , C ; V see, e.g., 11, Sect.
x.6, Proposition 3 .
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5.2. The In¨erse Function Case. The next theorem is essentially a
 .corollary to Theorem 5.1. The second inequality in 5.8 is an easy
 .  .consequence of 5.9 and 5.7 .
THEOREM 5.2. The notation and assumptions are as in Corollary 4.1. Let
UU   4.u , b , g n g N _ 1 be nonnegati¨ e real numbers such that b ) 0 andn
1
UUn ny15 5  4D G 0 F g F ub for all n g N _ 1 . 5.7 .  .L nnn!
 4Then, for all N g N _ 1 ,
1
U UUNÃ5 5D H 0 F h F h , 5.8 .  .P N NNN !
where
jNy11 N q j y 1U UUh [ g , 5.9 .  N k q1s /jN ss1jjs1 kgN
< <k sNy1
Ny1y1UU y1h [ u N 1 q 2u 2 1 q 2u b . 5.10 .  .  . .N
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1. To prove the theorem, we shall combine
 w x.Theorem 3.1 and the majorant method see, e.g., 4, Sect. 3.3B . For this
U  2 .purpose, we introduce homogeneous polynomials f g P C ; C asn n
follows:
U UU  4f z [ yf z q z and, for n g N _ 1 , .1 1 1 2
nU UU 2f z [ yf z q z z s z , z g C . .  .  .n n 1 2 1 2
U ny1’ ’ . 5 5  .  45.1 entails that f F 2 u 2 b for all n g N _ 1 . SettingPn n
U y1 2’ . .V [ U 2 b , C , this implies that the function F*: V * ª C defined
 . ` U  .  .by F* z [  f z belongs to H V *; C . Applying Theorem 3.1, wens1 n
q   . .see that there exists a d g R and a unique function H* g H U d , C ; C
U  .  U  .. U U  U  ..with H 0 s 0 such that x, H x g V and F x, H x s 0 for all
 .x g U d , C .
Ä n Ãn v .  .  .  .Writing f [ 1rn! D F 0 , h [ 1rn! D H 0 , and h [n n n
 . n U n. .  .1rn! d H rdx 0 for n g N , it follows from Proposition 6.1 that
 p.for all z9 g C
Ä v UUh z9 s yf z9, 0 , h s f , .  . .1 1 1 1
5.11 .
2 2UUv vÄh z9 s yf z9, h z9 , h s f 1 q h .  .  . . /2 2 1 2 2 1
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 4and, for N g N _ 1, 2 ,
 .min m , NymNy1 mNÄh z9 s yf z9, h z9 y .  . .   /N N 1  /j
ms2 js1
my jÄ? f z9, h z9 , 0, h z9 , . . . , 0, h z9 , .  .  . .  .  .m 1 k q1 k q1 /1 j
jkgN
< <k sNym 5.12 .
NUUv vh s f 1 q h .N N 1
 . jmin m , NymNy1 m 5.13 .my jUU v vq f 1 q h h . .   m 1 k q1s /j ss1jms2 js1 kgN
< <k sNym
 .  .  .  .A straightforward induction based on 5.1 , 5.2 , and 5.11 ] 5.13 yields
5 5 vh F h for all N g N. 5.14 .PN NN
By Theorem 3.1, hv s hU for all N g N, so that the first inequality inN N
 .5.4 is proven.
 . v v w .To establish the second inequality in 5.4 , let j h, m, n g N =h, m , n
x UU w  .xN = N , m q n G 2h be defined analogously to j cf. 5.3 , but0 0 h , m , n
UU ny1  4with the special choice f s ub for n g N _ 1 . Writingn
j
m
v my 1 v vf z [ yub z q z and j z [ f z .  .  .  . m 1 2 j , n k s
ss1j  4.kg N_ 1
< <k sn
 . 2  4  . 2for z s z , z g C , m g N _ 1 , and j, n g N with 2 j F n, we have1 2
n jjv j nyj < < 4j z s y1 u b z q z card k g N _ 1 : k s n .  .  .  . 4j , n 1 2
n y j y 1nj j nyjs y1 u b z q z . .  .1 2  /j y 1
v v v  .The j 's being the coefficients of j z in the expansionj, m , m j, n
jv v v m mj z s y1 j z z 5.15 .  .  .j , n j , m , m 1 2
2 .m , m gN0
mqmsn
w  . 2 xz s z , z g C , it follows that1 2
m q m y j y 1m q mv v j mqmyjj s u b . 5.16 .j , m , m  /  /m j y 1
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 .  . v v UUit is also clear from 5.1 and 5.3 that j G j . Hence and fromj, m , m j, m , m
 .   4.5.5 , we infer that for N g N _ 1
 .min N , ly12 Ny1 1 llU UU v vh F f j . N 1 lyl , Nyl , ly1 /llls1  .lsmax 0, lyNq1
 .min N , ly12 Ny1 1 ll N y l q l y 1UU lyls f u .  1 /  /l N y llls1  .lsmax 0, lyNq1
N y 2 Ny1? b by 5.16 . /l y l y 1
Ny1 N
h q l N q h y 1 N y 2lUU h Ny1F f u b .  1 /  /  /h y 1l N y lhs1 ls0
Ny1 NN y 2 h q l N q h y 1NUUy1 h 4F b b max 1, f u .  1  /  /  /h y 1 l N y lhs1 ls0
Ny1 N y 2N Nqhy1UUy1 h Nqh 4F b b max 1, f u 2 3r2 . . 1  /h y 1
hs1
Ny1 N y 2N hy1UU UUy1 N  4s 2b u 3 b max 1, f 3u s h . . 1 N /h y 1
hs1
cf. 5.6 , .
as desired.
6. APPENDIX: COMPOSITION OF HOLOMORPHIC
MAPPINGS
 . w xThe following proposition is essentially a variant of formula 7.4.6 in 7 .
 5 5 .   4.PROPOSITION 6.1. Let B , ? j g 1, 2, 3 be finite-dimensionaljj
complex Banach spaces. Let V and W be non¨oid open subsets of B and B ,1 2
 .  .  .respecti¨ ely; let G g H V; B , F g H W; B , and suppose that G V ; W.2 3
Then:
 .  .i The mapping C [ F (G belongs to H V; B .3
 .  4ii For each ¨ g V and all n g N _ 1 , z g B , one has1




nÃ ÄD C ¨ z s f g z , . . . , g z .  .  .  . .  m k k1 mn! mms1 kgN
< <k sn
 .min m , nymny1 mnÄs f g z q 6.2 .  . .  n 1  /j
ms1 js1





l lÃ Äg [ D G ¨ and f [ D F G ¨ for l g N . .  .  . .l ll! l!
 .  .Remark 6.1. In the case B s B s C, the formulas in 6.1 and 6.22 3
can be simplified as follows:
ÃDC ¨ z s a g z and, for n G 2, .  .  .1 1
n m1
nÃD C ¨ z s a g z .  .  .  m k rn! m rs1ms1 kgN
< <k sn
 .min m , nymny1 mn myjs a g z q a g z .  . n 1 m 1 /j
ms1 js1
j





l  l .Ãg [ D G ¨ and a [ F G ¨ for l g N . .  .  . .l ll! l!
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